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Oxford Latin Dictionary
In April and July 2020, the Oxford English Dictionary released special updates to accommodate new words born in the
pandemic.
How Covid-19 has not only changed our vocabulary, but also made us use language more gently
I’m going to put Fred on the wall,” June Osborne says in The Handmaid's Tale Season 4 finale, craving vengeance on her
abuser, Commander Waterford. “On the fucking wall,” she repeats. And that's ...
The Handmaid's Tale's Famous Latin Phrase Returns
There exists a larger question of what we expect from our sporting icons. Are we satisfied with them just doing their job —
playing, winning — or do we want to get to know the person, the tactical ...
The question of nuance
One feature of the dictionaries of a former age is their prudery and sexism. The Oxford Latin Dictionary, for example,
translates words pertaining to the female genitals not into English ...
The Guardian view on the art of lexicography: ancient Greek lives on
Oxford dictionary describes floccinaucinihilipilification ... It also said it's an 18th-century coinage that combines four Latin
prefixes meaning "nothing". Several people responded to Tharoor's ...
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Floccinaucinihilipilification: Tharoor's latest tongue-twister in friendly banter with KTR
Most people who live in California take fresh salads for granted. But if you spend much time outside of the Golden State,
you may soon be craving the spicy arugula, bitter endive and earthy kale that ...
Stark restaurants’ chef shares salads to lighten up summer suppers
This was followed by a Rhodes scholarship to study psychology at the University of Oxford. His education led ... The term
‘bonting’ is derived from the Latin word bonum, which means good ...
Appreciation: Edward de Bono (1933-2021)
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography * Every Day Bradford, which took Martin Greenwood two years to complete, is a
fascinating profile of the district’s movers and shakers - from Samuel ...
Rags to riches life of Idle man who inspired Lord of the Rings character
According to the Oxford English Dictionary: “A pronoun in English (I ... back to Late Middle English from pro – “on behalf of”
– plus “noun”, or the Latin pronomen (from pro, “for, in place of”, plus ...
She/her, He/him: what’s all the fuss about?
My eye happened to alight on “evite,” which I took in its modern sense to mean “an invitation sent by email,” just as the
online Oxford dictionary ... coming from the Latin “evitare ...
Eviting, N-grams, and Bloody Tubs
The verb is defined as “to inhale and exhale the vapor produced by an electronic cigarette or similar device.” Oxford
English Dictionary named “vape” - the word used for drawing on an ...
E-cigarettes make “Vape” word of the year, says Oxford English Dictionary
2. Back-berend Taken from the Old English bæc-berende, this law term means “bearing on the back,” according to the
Oxford English Dictionary, and refers to a person who is caught while ...
56 Delightfully Unusual Words for Everyday Things
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, its origin dates back to the mid-17th century from the Latin “perennis,” a word
meaning “lasting the year through.” The suffix “ial” is ...
An annual event, a perennial responsibility: Sun Messages
Househusband has the gender-inclusive sound of a contemporary coinage, but the Oxford English Dictionary says it was
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first used in 1858. When my wife and I both worked, we split the shopping ...
Diary of a Serene Househusband
Legal Innovations to End the Epidemic of Healthcare Harm” (Oxford University Press 2021). In their book, the authors,
attorneys Michael J. Saks and Stephan Landsman, examined ways to improve ...
A Q&A With Michael J. Saks and Stephan Landsman, the Authors of 'Closing Death's Door: Legal Innovations to End the
Epidemic of Healthcare Harm'
Oxford dictionary describes floccinaucinihilipilification ... It also said it's an 18th-century coinage that combines four Latin
prefixes meaning "nothing". Several people responded to Tharoor's ...
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